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African gold sale. Gold no longer has a transactional role, so gold
washers have to sell it for paper money in order to buy commodities.

Money is a ubiquitous part of modern societies. While
few probably have trouble understanding how money
works in daily life, how it shapes the deeper level of
society's structures is a mystery to most people.
One reason is the obvious complexity that modern
money and financial systems have developed. Moreover,
the functions and structures of money and financial
markets progressively change in historical and social
time.
These changes will generally parallel changes in the
general structures of the society they embed in.
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Bank robberies is an untraditional but not unknown way of accessing
funds deposited in banks, although ignored by neoclassical economics.

People often have perceptions of money’ that reflect
simpler conditions than reality. For instance, it is
commonly believed that banks only aggregate deposits
which they then loan out to people and businesses in
search of funds.
This means that money creation, and in particular the
way commercial banks create money by issuing debt, is
not well understood by the general public.
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‘Thingness’ of money: A large stone money on Yap.

The first point to note about money is that monies
always have, and must have, ‘thingness’ in some form
or other. They are part of the physical universe and
its changes. Even when the thingness is just a chip
magnetized in a certain way, it is still ‘thingness’.
However, the utility of money is not a linked to
physical properties of its physical carrier but to the
social relations it convey.
At the most basic level, money’s social relations
allow purchasing power to be shifted forward
between agents in the time-space.
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That the utility of money is delinked from the
physical carrier can be gleaned from the fact that a
worn out and even severely damaged banknote
works just as well as a crisp new one in transactions.
Moreover, if the damage approaches the stage where
the banknote are in danger of not being recognized
as money, one simply goes into a bank, and the teller
will with a smile exchange the worn out banknote
for a fresh one.

This sets money-things apart from all other things.
Think for instance about the case where one has a
pair of worn out shoes. One can of course not go
into any arbitrary shoe shop and exchange them for
a new par: if shoes are worn out, one has to buy a
new pair, paying money in exchange.
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A cluster of Iron Age graves rich in Roman artifacts near Himlingøje,
Zealand is the indication of a tribal power centre.

In early societies, economic relations were not developed,
but existed mainly as gift circulation that integrated into
the social structures of the community. The implication is
that fulfilling spiritual goals and obligations that confirmed
social relationship overrode economism in the circulation
of value objects.
Inside of the Germanic tribal areas contemporary with
Rome, Roman artifacts found in graves were examples of
gift economies circulating among high status members of
the power structures. At this phase, commodity trading
was mainly barter, and thus only rudimentary circulation
of commodity monies took place.
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In many cultures, gift exchanges are seen being slowly
superseded by commodity economies, based on seasonal
trading places and the use of commodity money.
In Scandinavia, the preferred exchange commodity was
silver. During the Viking Age, Kufic (Islamic) silver coins,
often broken into pieces, were widely circulated. While the
Scandinavians couldn’t read the texts on the coins, it was
realized that their silver content was quite uniform, thus
the texts markings presumably came to be looked upon as
a certificate of silver quality.
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Early coins in a given culture
would tend to be of high
fi n e n e s s , o t h e r w i s e t h e y
wouldn’t be accepted (King
Canute c, 1000 AD).

Debasing coins and forced
exchanges, for instance three
coins for two, was an important
instrument of taxation during
the Middle Age. Highly debased
Danish coin mid-1200s.

With the development of coins, exchange media
constituting a more permanent monetary base arose. At
first, the rationale for minting coins, i.e. validating the
weight-fineness with a royal stamp, was probably simply the
convenience of not having to weigh and ascertain the
commodity lumps during each transaction.
However, it was quickly realized that this gave issuers the
possibility of stretching the value of the circulating precious
metal by debasing it. It meant that the value began to
contain a fiat element, or value by state decree, that was
validated by the acceptance of the coins in payment for
taxes, fines and tithes. In modern terminology we can say
that part of the value became virtual and no longer strictly
commodity based.
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Thomas Gresham, Tudor financier: “Bad money drives out the good”

When commodity money started to circulate on a more
permanent basis, such as the kufic silver in Scandinavia, or,
say, cowrie shells in East Africa, the cultures in which they
flourished acquire a permanent money base.
Unless catastrophic events occur, a permanent money base
will perpetuate as wealth (accumulation of purchasing
power) in the hands of whomever who possesses it.
In cultures where the money wealth is based on coins of
precious metal, kings or other controllers also have the
ability to tax by calling in the circulating coins and
exchanging them with new coins with a lower metal
content, i.e. debasement.
This added a fiat element to the coinage and was thus the
earliest example of money creation by exploiting the
power of the social structures that had arisen as a
consequence of the use of coins.
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Middle Age banker: stores and transfers the use of idle money.

We thus see that states, or, more precisely, kings or others
in control of its governance structures, can create money
by debasing the coinage but keeping its full commodity
value by fiat (royal order). In this way, the social relation of
public money creation was born.
At first, private Middle Age banking was not creating money,
but only putting idle money hoards into economic uses (in
the feudal context this often were loans to kings or nobles
with power pretensions, so that they could pay their
soldiers during wars).
Thus, Middle Age banking was much like when someone
loans a friend, say, 100 dollar: it transfers the ability to
command the purchasing power of the money to the friend
until the sum is paid back.
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It used to be a promise to pay gold on demand. Now the only thing
promised is to pay the. bearer another note in exchange for the one
presented. Thus, what really is promised is to maintain the money base.

Modern paper money is a medium of exchange which
governments create (put into circulation), either by paying
for goods and services, or by crediting bank accounts with
transfers (unemployment assistance, government pensions,
other social payments, etc.).
Some classify fiat money it as debt* but this is incorrect as
governments, once money is sent into circulation, have no
longer any liability for issued money (such as the previous
liability to convert notes to gold or silver on demand).
Government can also create money and send it into
circulation by debt mechanisms. One common method is to
issue bonds, which the central bank buys for money it
creates. Since there is no interest payment, or if there is,
the interest income is returned to the government who is
the ‘owner’ of the bank. Thus, the operation is costless and
really just a roundabout way of printing money.
*e.g. A. Mitchell Inness “What is Money”, The Banking Law Journal (1913).
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Zimbabwe is a modern example of debilitating hyperinflation

As in the case with medieval debased coins, the value of
modern money is established by the readiness of issuing
governments to accept the money back as payment for
taxes, public user fees, etc., as well as the general public’s
willingness to use the notes in the circulation of market
exchanges.
It should be noted that both conditions must be fulfilled for
a well-functioning money system to work. It is not enough
that the government accept the money as payment for
taxes. For instance, under hyper-inflationary conditions
government will typically still accept the currency in
payments for taxes, etc., but the public will as much as
possible switch to other exchange means, such as barter or
a foreign currency (for instance, in Serbia under the
hyperinflation the early 1990s, use of German marks
became widespread).
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A cheque written on money in a bank account. The bank account
can be both credit and income based.

While Middle Age debt relations had substantial role in
enhancing and facilitating the social circulation, most debt
contracts were not freely transferable IOUs. Therefore,
they did not have a true monetary function, nor did they
enlarge the monetary base, but one can say that they
enhanced the effectiveness of the monetary base by
transferring idle hoards into circulation.
True money expansion by debt relations only take off after
fractional banking came into existence in the 17th century.
When commercial banks extend credit above their
reserve holdings, banks create money which is ‘rented’, i.e.
there is an interest payment due for having access to its
use. Note, that only credit above what banks are required
to hold as unencumbered reserves represents money
creation, not the part of loans that equals reserves; the
latter is still ‘medieval’ banking. However, todays liquid
banking reserves are typically only few percents of total
assets.
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Gold’s remaining role in modern monetary systems is as central bank
reserves (private speculation in gold is not a monetary role but an
economic).

In contrast to bank IOUs, wage income, business payments
or government transfers deposited in a bank account are
unencumbered money, and therefore part of the
permanently circulating money base. The origin of currently
circulating unencumbered money is either the heritage
money base or current net issue of government fiat money
that is sent into circulation through government spending .
The net issue, or the nominal difference between
government expenditures and revenues, which is not paid
for by government debt, is the seigniorage gain. This is a term
that has its origin in the medieval money creation by
debasement, which was the prerogative of the ‘seigniors’, the
royal lords.
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Paper money became worthless during the German hyperinflation of
1922-23. The sign in the shop says: “Sale and repairs in exchange for food”.

Since net money creation by governments is almost
costless, the question is why don’t governments finance
deficits by creating money (for instance by selling bonds to
their own central banks), but finance them by selling
interest bearing bonds to commercial banks that can pay
for them by expanding their balance sheets, which also is a
process that effectively creates money? However in this
case it is encumbered money, where the encumbered is the
state in lieu of the tax-paying public.
Canada financed a substantial part of the cost of its
participation in Wold War II by expanding its central bank
balance sheet, i.e. by creating money in the various ways
available to a central bank.
In the post-War period it continued to finance part of
major infrastructure projects in this way but stopped doing
so around the mid-1970s.
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The phallic symbolism of the headquarter of Bank of International
Settlements (BIS) in Basle: power lives here.

During the late 1970s, most Western states essentially
stopped creating net money, following the ‘sound money’
creed. BIS became the coordinating agent of the
international bank system, and through the Basle Accords
set forth rules for what it considered sound banking.
However, one should notice that that government money
creation above measures such as GDP growth has always
been suspect in Western capitalist countries, except for
during periods of wars. Thus, the reversal in the 1970s can
be considered a return to the capitalist normal.
A traditional view has been that government deficits will
crowd out private investments. By classifying government
bonds as risk-free assets, banks don’t need to holds
reserves against possession of government debt, BIS
signalled that government deficits were ok, just as long as
they were financed over private markets.
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After post-war decades of slightly falling income inequalities, by the late
1970s they began to rise sharply in the North American economies.

Rationalized by conservative supply-side economics, taxes
also started to be lowered in the late 1970s. When
marginal tax rates on high incomes, and rates on capital
income fell (the latter traditionally already taxed at
considerably lower rates than ordinary income),
disposable income for high income earners rose
dramatically.
The main defence for supply-side economists is that
allowing high income earners with low propensities to
spend to keep more of their incomes will cause them to
save more and consequently invest more under the
fallacious theorem that savings equals real investments,
which will lead to higher growth that in the end will lift all
boats.
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GDP growth as decennial averages, U.S. And Canada. The falling tendency is obvious

However, all boats have not been lifted by rising economic
growth. On the contrary, GDP growth has been markedly
slower after the switch to neoliberal economic policies,
among which, as indicated, ceding money creation to
commercial banks is an important plank.
Government deficits financed by issuing bonds to private
markets is a process that creates new financial assets that
can absorb wealth. However, the fact is that due to macro
conditions of sluggish growth, and even when the rising
public debts absorbs parts of the excess liquid wealth, the
real economy is still struggling with absorbing the
remaining excess liquidity. Thus, the constant accumulation
of excess wealth, which the rising economic inequalities of
neoliberal policies engender, has driven a tendency to
develop inflationary bubbles in asset prices.
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Notes: Data are adjusted for inflation using the BEA’s Personal Consumption Expenditure Price Index;
population limited to households in which the respondent or spouse is between the ages of 20 and 60.
Sources: Pew’s analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey Public-Use
Microdata, 1996-2014 © 2016 The Pew Charitable Trusts

With housing prices rising fastest in relative terms for
those who the least can afford it, it is clear that asset
inflation, essentially values that have risen without a
productive input or addition, have hit lower income groups
the hardest, further accelerating effective iinequality
inequality.

